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a b s t r a c t

Materials of the series La2�xSrxNiTiO6�d (0 � x � 0.5) have been characterized by both

structural and electrochemical methods in order to assess their possible use as electrodes

for SOFCs. Neutron and X-ray powder diffraction experiments have shown that they are

stable under both oxidizing and reducing conditions while chemically compatible with YSZ

at SOFC operating temperatures. Moreover, the thermal expansion has been determined to

be isotropic with aL ¼ 10.0(3) � 10�6 K�1. This value is similar to that found for other

perovskite materials used in SOFCs. However, polarization resistances reveal modest

values of electrochemical response under oxygen (1.5 U cm2 at 900 �C) and are quite poor in

5%H2/N2 mixtures (15 U cm2) at the same temperature. Nevertheless, microstructure has

not been optimized fully enough to discard the material as a potential SOFC cathode.

Copyright ª 2011, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.
1. Introduction assembly present their own difficulties) a single cell specific
The development of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) and their

subsequent commercialization face several problems which

are not yet fully solved satisfactorily. An SOFC is a complex

ceramic device consisting of three main components,

anode, electrolyte and cathode, all of which require exten-

sive research of electrochemical properties, long-term

stability and interfacial compatibility aspects in order to

improve their performance. Several detailed review papers

have been recently published dealing with the most rele-

vant aspects of SOFC working conditions and materials

[1e9]. Considering only material properties (processing and
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resistivity of ca. 0.45 U cm2 can be estimated as the upper

limit for practical applications [1]. State-of-the-art SOFCs

materials are far from rendering such performances (even

at high temperatures); intense research is, therefore,

needed to find innovative oxides to be used in commercial

SOFCs.

In recent years, great efforts have been devoted to the

development of intermediate temperature (IT) SOFC mate-

rials, which work in the temperature range 773e1073 K.

Lowering the operating temperature has many advantages

[1,5,9], although operation at low temperature requires

significant improvements of the employed materials.
al and electrochemical characterization of La2�xSrxNiTiO6�d,
ydene.2011.10.101
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Perovskite-type compounds (ABO3) have been extensively

considered in the development of new materials which are

potentially useful as electrodes in SOFCs, due to their ability to

stabilize mixed metal oxidation states and high concentra-

tions of oxygen vacancies. Aliovalent substitution on the A or

B position may produce oxygen vacancies and hence an

enhancement of ionic conductivity. On the other hand, when

B is occupied by adequate suitable transition metal, mixed

oxidation states can be stabilized at different oxygen partial

pressures, changing both the nature and magnitude of the

electronic conductivity. Therefore, mixed ioniceelectronic

conductivity (MIECs) and high catalytic activity can be found

[2,10,11]. However, these attractive possibilities in terms of

SOFCmaterials chemistry are countered by several drawbacks

including relatively weak mechanical strength [12] and poor

chemical stability under reducing conditions at high temper-

atures [13].

The most representative perovskite used as cathode

material is La1�xSrxMnO3�d (LSM), which represents the state

of the art in the operating range 700e900 �C. It displays high

electrical conductivity, high thermal stability, and compati-

bility withmost electrolytes (YSZ, GDC and LSGM) at operating

conditions, as well as excellentmicrostructural and long-term

performance stability [14,15]. By contrast, its reduced ionic

conductivity, and hence poor electrocatalytic activity,

restricts its use to high temperature applications in which it

must form a composite with an ionic conductor [16e18].

Recent investigations have shown that the electrode reaction

is more complicated than the commonly accepted mecha-

nism, based on the triple phase boundary (TPB) model [19,20].

Sr-substituted cobaltites, La1�xSrxCoO3 (LSC), constitute an

alternative toMn-based cathodematerials; they exhibitmixed

ionic-electronic conductivity to yield an excellent cathode

performance with exceptionally low overpotential [21].

However, cobaltites show a very high thermal expansion

which leads to the failure of the interconnect with the elec-

trolyte, and subsequent loss of performances after thermal

cycling. Alternative materials under investigation show

promise in overcoming all these difficulties. These include

La1�xSrxFeO3 (LSF), La1�xSrxCo1�yFeyO3 (LSCF), La1�xBaxCo1-

�yFeyO3 (LSBC), Pr0.6Sr0.4(Co0.2Fe0.8)1�xScxCo0.5Fe0.5O3 and other

derived compositions [7,15,17,22e25].

The requirements for a suitable anode material have been

clearly established [5,26]: (i) the compoundmust have adequate

electronic conductivity in the reducing atmosphere at the

anode; (ii) a high catalytic activity is required so that the mate-

rial can accept electrons from H2 or the hydrocarbon used as

fuels; (iii) the ionic conductivity must be high enough to allow

for oxygen ions to diffuse rapidly from the electrolyte to the

surface of the anode. Furthermore, anodesmust be compatible

with the electrolyte. Presently, the Ni/YSZ cermet constitutes

the state of the art in anode technologies, although ageing

produces agglomeration of Ni grains, and coking occurs when

hydrocarbons are used as fuel at low temperature and Ni has

a low sulphur tolerance. This is the reason whymany research

groups are exploring new options. Perovskite compounds

appear once again to be interesting candidates because of their

compositional flexibility and chemical stability, solving someof

the problems found in nickel-based anodes. For example,

La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.5Mn0.5O3 (LSCM) forms nickel-free electrodes
Please cite this article in press as: Pérez-Flores JC, et al., Structu
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while showing a comparable anode performance to Ni/YSZ

[27,28], with conductivity values of 38 S/cmat an oxygen partial

pressure of 10�10 atm, with p-type as the dominant conduction

mechanism. Improved performances are also found for

La1�xSrxCoyTi1�yO3�d, which behaves as a mixed ionic-

electronic conductor with values of 63 S/cm and 6 � 10�3 S/cm

for electronic and ionic conductivity, respectively, at 700 �C [29].

Not only theA-sitedeficientLSCM, (La0.75Sr0.25)0.9Cr0.5Mn0.5O3�d,

but also other related double perovskites, (La,Sr)2M1�xCr1þxO6

withM¼V,Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and Cu, have been studied as anodes,

and shown to have improved performances [27].

The materials used as electrolyte in SOFC must be chem-

ical and physically stable under reducing and oxidizing

atmospheres while maintaining a high ionic conductivity on

the one hand and low electronic conductivity on the other,

especially under reducing atmospheres. For high temperature

SOFC, yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ), with the fluorite struc-

ture, represents the present state-of-the-art material. Sr- and

Mg-doped LaGaO3 (LSGM) perovskites are some of the most

promising alternatives to YSZ [30,31]. The high ionic conduc-

tivity is obtained in LaGaO3 when doping simultaneously on

the A and B perovskite sites with a lower valence cation. The

maximum ionic conductivity for these systems is reached for

La0.8Sr0.2Ga0.8Mg0.2O3�d [32] although several other interesting

variations have also been reported [33e37] to show high

performance at intermediate temperature.

In the present work, we show the effect of A-site doping

La2NiTiO6 with Sr. This oxide belongs to the “double perov-

skite” family, a particular case of a perovskite with general

formula A2BB’O6 which are known to display a huge variety of

compositions and properties related to their capability of

accommodating different transition-metal cations B and B’ of

different sizes and electronic structures [14]. The compounds

La2�xSrxNiTiO6�d have been fully characterized by both

structural and electrochemical methods to assess their

potential as SOFC electrodes in view of the electrochemical

performance. Thermal and chemical stability (under oxidizing

and reducing conditions) are presented together with

a compatibility study with other materials commonly used in

SOFC technology.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Samples

The synthesis of samples La2�xSrxNiTiO6�d (x ¼ 0 eLSNT00e,

0.10 eLSNT10e, 0.15 eLSNT15e, 0.20 eLSNT20e, 0.25

eLSNT25e and 0.50 eLSNT50e) was carried out by a modified

Pechinimethod. Approximately 10 g of each compositionwere

prepared by dissolving stoichiometric amounts of high-purity

Ni (Aldrich 99.99%), La2O3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%) and SrCO3

(Aldrich 99.9%) in ca. 20 ml of concentrated hot nitric acid

(Panreac 66%), before adding 50 ml of distilled water. Citric

acid was subsequently added in a 3:1 molar ratio of citric acid:

metal ions in conditions of constant heating and vigorous

stirring. Non-soluble TiO2 (anatase, Aldrich 99.9%) was then

added to obtain a homogeneous suspension. Once the solu-

tion had reduced to half the initial volume, 3 ml of diethylene

glycol was added to promote polymerization. The resulting
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solid resinwas cooled to room temperature, milled in an agate

mortar and the powder burnt at 1073 K to remove the organic

matter. After milling and homogenization, the resulting

powder was fired at 1773 K for 24 h and cooled at a rate of

2 K min�1 to room temperature to obtain well crystallized

materials.

Reduced samples were obtained from the samples

prepared under air (see above) by heating at 1225 K for 12 h

(2 K min�1) under a 5%H2/N2 stream in dry conditions

(pO2 w 10�21 atm) or wet conditions, achieved by bubbling in

water at room temperature (pO2 w 10�17 atm).

2.2. Experimental techniques

Purity and structureof the samplesweredeterminedbypowder

X-ray diffraction (XRD) on a Bruker D8 high-resolution diffrac-

tometer, using monochromatic CuKa1 (l ¼ 1.5406 �A) radiation

obtained with a germanium primary monochromator, and

equipped with a solid-state rapid LynxEye detector. For struc-

ture refinement, the measured angular range, step size and

counting times were selected to ensure sufficient resolution.

Neutron powder diffraction (NPD) experiments at room

temperature were performed on the diffractometer D1A at

Institut Laue-Langevin. In order to access long Q values,

a monochromatic beam of wavelength 1.3893 �A was selected

with a Gemonochromator; for this radiation the instrumental

resolution is within the range 2.7 � 10�3 � (DQ/Q) � 0.022. The

structural refinements were carried out by the Rietveld

method using the FullProf program [38] by the simultaneous

fitting of XRD and NPD data. The neutron scattering ampli-

tudes used in the refinement were 0.824, 0.702, 1.03, �0.344

and 0.581 � (10�12 cm) for La, Sr, Ni, Ti and O, respectively.

Prior to structure refinement, a pattern matching without

structural model was performed to obtain suitable profile

parameters. The structural model was then refined keeping

constant the profile parameters. If needed, throughout the

refinements some of the profile parameters were allowed to

vary; however, during the final steps of the refinements they

were kept constant. The refinements were stable provided the

number of refined parameters describing the structural model

was low enough to obtain an adequate peaks-to-parameters

ratio. To ensure this, isotropic thermal factors (ITF) were
Fig. 1 e XRD patterns of La1.75Sr0.25NiTiO6Ld recorded at different

to the (220) and (004) Bragg peaks.
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employed for all the atoms in the structure and some addi-

tional constrains were used: the metal sites were considered

fully occupied and the same thermal factor was used for all

oxygen atoms. The fitting process was finished when

convergence was reached.

Thermal expansion coefficients were calculated for as-

prepared samples from a series of XRD patterns recorded in

air as a function of temperature from RT to 1300 K every 50 K.

The unit cell parameters were obtained by Le Bail fitting of

these data. The thermal-expansion coefficients along the cell

axes a, b and c were determined as ai¼a,b,c ¼ Di/(DT � i),

whereas the volumetric thermal-expansion coefficient is

given by aV ¼ DV/(DT� V), where (Di/DT )i¼a,b,c and (DV/DT ) are

obtained as the slope of linear fit of the corresponding axis or

cell volume against T, and i ¼ a, b, c or V are the RT values.

Slurries for symmetrical cell measurements were prepared

by mixing the as-prepared LSNT20, LSNT50 and LSM (Next-

Tech) powders with YSZ (Pi-KEM) in a 1:1 ratio with Decoflux�
(WB41, Zschwimmer and Schwartz) as a binder. The elec-

trodes were prepared by coating dense YSZ disks (thickness,

1 mm) with these slurries using active areas of 10 mm2. The

resulting assemblies were fired at 1423 K for 10 h and then

a Pt-based paste was deposited on top of the electrodes and

fired at 1173 K for 2 h.

Electrode microstructure was investigated using a 6490L

JEOL Scanning Electron Microscope.

The polarization measurements were performed on a two-

electrode arrangement as previously described [39] using

flows of either pure oxygen or a 5%H2/N2 mixture to create

different atmospheres in the 973e1223 K temperature range.

AC impedance spectroscopy measurements of the electro-

chemical cell were carried out using a 1470E Solartron Cell

Test in the frequency range 10�1e106 Hz using an AC signal

amplitude of 50 mV.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Thermal expansion

Fig. 1 shows the XRD patterns obtained for the dimensional

stability study of LSNT25. No significant decomposition or
temperatures. The inset shows the 2q range corresponding
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ydene.2011.10.101
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structural change is appreciated for this sample in the

temperature range investigated (973e1223 K). Accordingly to

the Sr-content [40], the material presents orthorhombic

symmetry (S.G. Pnma) at RT which is maintained in the

mentioned temperature range, as can be inferred from Fig. 1.

Thus, the sole effect of heating is cell expansion. This is made

evident by the displacement of the Bragg peaks to lower

angles; in the inset of Fig. 1 this is depicted for the (220) and

(004) reflections. Notably, no splitting of the (220) peaks is

observed, which rules out that any monoclinic distortion

occurs upon heating.
Fig. 2 e Experimental (points), calculated (continuous line) NPD

La1.80Sr0.20NiTiO6Ld (b) after reduction in wet 5%H2/N2, and (c) r

bars indicates the Bragg peaks of the major perovskite phase in

maxima corresponding to c.a. 3% NiO, and in (c) the second row

Please cite this article in press as: Pérez-Flores JC, et al., Structu
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For LSNT25, the linear expansion coefficients along the cell

axis, aa, ab and ac are 10.2(1) � 10�6, 12.4(2) � 10�6 and

6.7(1) � 10�6 K�1 respectively, whereas the volumetric coeffi-

cient is aV ¼ 30.0(5) � 10�6 K�1. According to these values, the

material can be considered to be essentially isotropic, and

therefore the linear thermal expansion coefficient, aL, can be

approximated by the general expression aV ¼ 3aL and

aL ¼ 10.0(3) � 10�6 K�1. Very similar values are found for all

samples studied, regardless of the strontium content. Inter-

estingly, typical SOFC materials such as YSZ (electrolyte),

cermet 30%Ni/YSZ (anode), LSM (cathode), LSC (ceramic
patterns and their difference (bottom) for: (a) as-prepared

educed in dry 5%H2/N2. In all cases, the first row of vertical

(a) and (b) the second row indicates the positions of the

indicates Ni metal (maxima ca. 3%).
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ydene.2011.10.101
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interconnector) and Fe/18e24%Cr (metallic interconnector)

exhibit similar values of aL, typically in the range

10.5e14 � 10�6 K�1 [41e43]. Therefore, the title oxides are

thermally and mechanically compatible with most used SOFC

materials, and also have comparable expansion coefficients to

those of the main perovskite-type alternatives for SOFCs

[15,44,45].

3.2. Chemical stability and compatibility

3.2.1. Chemical stability
Anymaterial to be used as an SOFC componentmust be stable

under working conditions. Thus, anode compounds require

stability in reducing atmospheres; materials to be used as

cathodes must be stable in oxidizing conditions, whereas

electrolytes are required to suffer no evolution/reaction in

either type of atmosphere.

Since the title compounds are prepared at high tempera-

ture in air (pO2 ¼ 0.21 atm) their stability in oxidizing envi-

ronments is evident, as confirmed by XRD (Fig. 1). However,

their behavior under reducing conditions is hitherto unknown
Table 1 e Structural parameters for reduced La2LxSrxNiTiO6Ld

La1.80Sr0.20NiTiO6�d

As prepareda Wet 5%H2/N2
b Dry 5%H2

a (�A) 5.5395(2) 5.5380(1) 5.5438(

b (�A) 7.8294(2) 7.8289(1) 7.8370(

c (�A) 5.5480(2) 5.5480(1) 5.5516(

V (�A3) 240.62(5) 240.54(6) 241.20(

0.5

La/Sr position 4c

Occ La/Srg 0.450(1)/0.050(1) 0.450(1)/0.050(1) 0.450(1)/0.0

x 0.0248(3) 0.0239(2) 0.0248(

z 0.0057(6) 0.0039(5) 0.0044(

U� 100 (�A2) 0.94(3) 0.84(2) 0.89(

0.5

B position 4b

Occ Ni/Tig 0.241(1)/0.259(1) 0.249(1)/0.251(1) 0.248(1)/0.2

U� 100 (�A2) 0.08(2) 0.79(4) 0.60(

0.5

O(1) position 4c

x 0.4902(6) 0.4888(4) 0.4889(

z �0.0680(6) �0.0684(5) �0.0693(

Occg 0.50(1) 0.50(1) 0.49(

U� 100 (�A2) 0.80(2) 0.64(2) 0.82(

0.5

O(2) position 8d

x 0.2814(4) 0.2806(3) 0.2810(

y 0.4644(3) 0.4640(2) 0.4632(

z 0.2794(4) 0.2789(3) 0.2796(

Occg 0.98(1) 0.99(1) 0.97(

U� 100 (�A2) 0.80(2) 0.64(2) 0.82(

S.G. Pnma: 4c (x 1/4 z), 4b (0 0 1/2), 8d (x y z).

a c2 ¼ 1.97, Rwp ¼ 9.20%, Rexp ¼ 6.55%, RB ¼ 2.63%, Composition: 97(1)% w

b c2 ¼ 1.67, Rwp ¼ 8.43%, Rexp ¼ 6.52%, RB ¼ 3.66%, Composition: 97(1)% w

c c2 ¼ 1.48, Rwp ¼ 8.51%, Rexp ¼ 7.00%, RB ¼ 3.12%, Composition: 98(1)% w

d c2 ¼ 3.18, Rwp ¼ 7.03%, Rexp ¼ 3.92%, RB ¼ 5.00%, Composition: 97(1)% w

e c2 ¼ 1.20, Rwp ¼ 9.77%, Rexp ¼ 8.90%, RB ¼ 4.26%, Composition: 97(1)% w

f c2 ¼ 1.24, Rwp ¼ 11.0%, Rexp ¼ 8.91%, RB ¼ 5.24%, Composition: 97(1)% w

g The occupancy values are given as the multiplicity of the position divi

Please cite this article in press as: Pérez-Flores JC, et al., Structur
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and has been investigated. Representative samples of

La2�xSrxNiTiO6�dwith x¼ 0.2 and 0.5 were heated and reduced

in dry and wet 5%H2/N2 streams overnight (see experimental

section for details) and then characterized by NPD at RT. The

refined structural parameters of the as-prepared and the

reduced materials were obtained by simultaneous fitting of

XRD and NPD data. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding NPD

patterns for La1.80Sr0.20NiTiO6�d; structural parameters are

listed in Table 1, and Table 2 presents some additional struc-

tural information.

As previously reported [40], oxides of the La2�xSrxNiTiO6�d

series present perovskite-like structures with unit cell

O2ap � O2ap � 2ap (where ap refers to the cell of the simple

cubic perovskite), eithermonoclinic (S.G. P21/n, #14) for low Sr-

content (x � 0.10) or orthorhombic (S.G. Pnma, #62) for x > 0.1.

The reason for this lowering in symmetry is mainly due to the

ordering of Ti and Ni on the B positions of the structure. Both

compositions studied in this work show orthorhombic

symmetry and hence cation disordering within the perovskite

B-sites. A randomdistribution of Sr and La (and possibly of the

oxygen vacancies which are created by aliovalent
(x [ 0.20, 0.50) obtained from NPD data.

La1.50Sr0.50NiTiO6�d

/N2
c As preparedd Wet 5%H2/N2

e Dry 5%H2/N2
f

1) 5.5200(2) 5.5250(1) 5.5268(1)

1) 7.8104(4) 7.8188(1) 7.8229(1)

1) 5.5451(2) 5.5508(1) 5.5524(1)

4) 239.07(4) 239.79(3) 240.06(4)

50(1) 0.373(2)/0.127(2) 0.375(3)/0.125(2) 0.375(3)/0.125(2)

3) 0.0156(6) 0.0125(4) 0.0103(5)

5) 0.0032(3) 0.0016(6) 0.0014(7)

2) 1.15(4) 0.93(3) 1.10(5)

52(1) 0.230(4)/0.270(4) 0.228(4)/0.272(4) 0.227(4)/0.273(4)

4) 0.11(3) 0.59(3) 0.82(3)

5) 0.493(1) 0.4919(8) 0.495(1)

5) �0.0606(8) �0.0621(5) �0.0606(4)

1) 0.49(1) 0.49(1) 0.49(1)

3) 0.92(3) 1.01(4) 1.08(6)

3) 0.2755(6) 0.2722 (4) 0.2716(4)

2) 0.4667(4) 0.4667(2) 0.4661(2)

3) 0.2726(6) 0.2697(4) 0.2710(5)

2) 0.95(1) 0.94(1) 0.93(1)

3) 0.92(3) 1.01(4) 1.08(6)

La1.800(2)Sr0.200(2)Ni0.964(2)Ti1.036(2)O5.92(4), 3(1)% w NiO.

La1.800(2)Sr0.200(2)Ni0.996(5)Ti1.004(5)O5.96(4), 3(1)% w NiO.

La1.800(2)Sr0.200(2)Ni0.992(5)Ti1.008(5)O5.84(8), 2(1)% w Ni.

La1.492(2)Sr0.508(2)Ni0.920(5)Ti1.080(5)O5.76(3), 3(1)% w NiO.

La1.500(3)Sr0.500(3)Ni0.912(5)Ti1.088(5)O5.72(3), 3(1)% w NiO.

La1.500(3)Sr0.500(3)Ni0.901(5)Ti1.092(5)O5.68(5), 3(1)% w Ni.

ded by the general multiplicity of the space group.
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Table 2 e Selected structural information for the title samples obtained from NPD data. Angles are given in degrees and
distances in �A, distortion D of the BOn polyhedra and bond valence sums [51] are reported. D [ 1/nSj[1,n {(dnL<d>)/
<d>}2 where <d> is the average BeO distance.

La1.80Sr0.20NiTiO6�d La1.50Sr0.50NiTiO6�d

As prepared Wet 5%H2/N2 Dry 5%H2/N2 As prepared Wet 5%H2/N2 Dry 5%H2/N2

Tilt angle qa 10.6(3) 10.6(3) 10.8(3) 9.3(3) 8.9(3) 9.1(3)

Tilt angle fb 10.6(3) 10.6(3) 10.8(3) 9.3(3) 8.9(3) 9.1(3)

Tilt angle mc 11.1(3) 11.1(3) 11.2(3) 9.8(3) 10.1(3) 9.8(3)

B-O(1) � 2 1.995(1) 1.995(1) 1.997(1) 1.982(1) 1.985(1) 1.985(1)

B-O(2) � 2 1.987(3) 1.987(3) 1.992(2) 1.972(3) 1.973(2) 1.982(2)

B-O(2) � 2 2.000(3) 2.000(2) 2.001(2) 1.993(3) 1.991(2) 1.985(2)

Average BeO 1.994(2) 1.994(1) 1.997(1) 1.982(1) 1.983(1) 1.984(1)

Distortion BeO6 � 104 0.073 0.061 0.038 0.182 0.140 0.005

B BVS (Ni/Ti) 2.65(2)/4.01(2) 2.65(1)/4.01(1) 2.58(1)/3.99(1) 2.70(2)/4.13(2) 2.70 (2)/4.12(2) 2.67(3)/4.10 (3)

a With [110] for P21/n; with [101] for Pnma.

b With [1e10] for P21/n; with [10e1] for Pnma.

c With [001] for P21/n; with [010] for Pnma.

Fig. 3 e Schematic representation of the structure of

La2LxSrxNiO6Ld for x ‡ 0.20 in Pnma symmetry.
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substitution) is expected to provide the driving force for dis-

ordering of Ni and Ti.

Interestingly, our samples seem to be slightly Ni-deficient

and a small amount of NiO (w1 wt.%) was detected by NPD

(but not by XRD) associatedwith a slight Ti over-stoichiometry

(Table 1).

All of the La2�xSrxNiTiO6�d phases exhibit perovskite

tolerance factors below unity leading to a tilting of the BO6

octahedra. In the Glazer notation [46,47], the tilting system is

a�a�cþ, irrespective ofmonoclinic or orthorhombic symmetry,

indicating that octahedra rotate along the Cartesian axes x

and y in consecutive layers in opposite directions, and along

the z-axis in the same direction. The octahedral tilts can be

calculated from the BeOeB bond angles (u) as (180 � u)/2; the

tilt values obtained from the NPD data are given in Table 2.

The tolerance factor increases slightly with increasing Sr

content; as a result, the tilting angles of the octahedra

decrease and the structure becomes more regular and

symmetric.

Both metaleoxygen distances and bond-valence sums

(BVS) in Table 2 support the cation distribution determined by

NPD (Table 1). For a high-enough degree of substitution of La3þ

by Sr2þ, Ti4þ and Ni2þ are disordered, as reflected by the

convergence of both BeO distances and the BVS of the B

positions.

Aliovalent substitution of La3þ by Sr2þmay induce different

charge-compensation mechanisms; these include oxidation

of Ni2þ to Ni3þ

xSrOðLa2NiTiO6Þ/xSr0La þ xNi$Ni (1)

and creation of oxygen vacancies

xSrOðLa2NiTiO6Þ/xSr0La þ x=2V$$
O (2)

The first process can be discarded [40] as the main charge-

compensating mechanism, as the amount of Ni3þ in

La2�xSrxNiTiO6�d is quite low. The existence of oxygen

vacancies in La2�xSrxNiTiO6�d is confirmed by NPD; as Table 1

shows, the refined oxygen content decreases with increasing

Sr-doping.

Concerning the reduced samples, it is worth noting that

both La1.80Sr0.20NiTiO6�d (Fig. 2) and La1.50Sr0.50NiTiO6�d are
Please cite this article in press as: Pérez-Flores JC, et al., Structu
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stable upon reduction, independently of the mild or extreme

reducing conditions used (wet or dry 5%H2/N2� pO2z 10�17 or

10�21 atm). The only observable effect induced in the mate-

rials by these reducing conditions is a slight increase of the

unit cell volume (0e0.2%) associated with a small release of

oxygen (Table 1) and with the reduction of Ni3þ to Ni2þ (see
ral and electrochemical characterization of La2�xSrxNiTiO6�d,
ydene.2011.10.101
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Fig. 4 e XRD patterns of a mixture of LSNT25/YSZ in 1:1 ratio (a) before and after treatment overnight at (b) 1073 K, (c) 1248 K

and (d) 1342 K in 5%H2/N2. In the latter case, peaks corresponding to an unidentified impurity phase are indicated by

asterisks. The first and second rows of vertical bars indicate the positions of Bragg peaks of LSNT25 and YSZ, respectively.
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BVS in Table 2). As shown in Table 1, oxygen seems to be

preferentially removed from O(2) positions (site 8c), which

correspond to those located in the Ni/Ti layers (Fig. 3) whereas

O(1) positions remain fully occupied.

These effects are more pronounced in the sample with

higher Sr-content and for more severe reducing treatments.

Indeed, samples treated under a 5%H2/N2 dry stream experi-

ence a volume expansion ca. 0.2e0.4% and an oxygen release

around 1.4%. The refined structural parameters in Tables 1

and 2 confirm the preferential loss of oxygen in the 8c site,

associated with the reduction of trivalent nickel, which

induces an elongation of the BeO distances. On the other

hand, no significant variation of the octahedral tilting is

observed.

Finally, in Fig. 2 the most striking effect of reducing treat-

ments on samples is the reduction of the small quantity of the

impurity, NiO (see above) under very high reducing conditions

(dry 5%H2/N2) to yield some metallic nickel. However, the

amounts of NiO or Ni are as small as 2e3% in weight, and will

have no (or little) influence on the observed properties of the

samples.
Fig. 5 e XRD patterns of a mixture of LSNT25/YSZ in 1:1 ratio bef

and (d) 1342 K in air. The first and second rows of vertical bars

respectively.
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3.2.2. Chemical compatibility under working conditions
The chemical compatibility of La2�xSrxNiTiO6�d oxides used as

electrode components with YSZ was evaluated by mixing

either LSNT25 or LSNT50 with YSZ in a 1:1 w:w ratio. The

mixtures were pelletized and heated at 1073, 1248 and 1423

and K for 15 h under either oxidizing atmospheres or reducing

conditions of 5%H2/N2. These temperatures were chosen as

representative of the SOFC working and processing condi-

tions: the former as operating temperature, the latter as

electrode fabrication temperature and an intermediate one

(1248 K). After the treatments the samples were checked

by XRD.

As an example, Fig. 4 shows the XRD patterns corre-

sponding to LSNT25:YSZ (1:1) mixture treated under

reducing atmosphere. It is clear that no decomposition or

reaction occurs under such working conditions; however, at

high temperatures (1428 K, far from those needed for

operating the cell) some decomposition or reaction is

observed, since unidentified peaks are observed. Notably,

the electrodes are prepared in air and usually such strong

reducing conditions are not applied under operation.
ore (a) and after treatment overnight at (b) 1073 K, (c) 1248 K

indicate the positions of Bragg peaks of LSNT25 and YSZ,
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Fig. 6 e Temperature dependence of the polarization resistance of LSNT25 and LSNT50 symmetric cells under (a) anode and

(b) cathode conditions. The data for Ni-YSZ cermet were obtained from Atkinson et al. [48].
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Therefore, the reaction/decomposition observed would not

inhibit the possible use of the studied material as an anode

in SOFCs.

Fig. 5 shows the results of chemical compatibility of

LSNT25 with YSZ in an oxidizing atmosphere (air), i.e. under

the conditions in the cathode side. In this case, no reaction or

decomposition is observed at these temperatures. The

possible use of the title materials in the cathode side would

present even less chemical or compatibility problems than in

the anode.

3.3. Electrochemical performance

The electrochemical tests performed on symmetrical cells

revealed that LSNT-based electrodes exhibited relatively high

polarization resistances under both reducing and oxidizing

atmospheres (Fig. 6), e.g. 1.5 U cm2 in oxygen and higher than

15 U cm2 in 5%H2/N2 at 1073 K.

According to the reference values for the most commonly

used anode, Ni-YSZ cermet [48], under reducing conditions,

the electrochemical performances are particularly poor
Fig. 7 e SEM micrograph of the cathode LSNT25/YSZ

prepared at 1423 K overnight. The inset shows a detail of

a typical void formed which is expected to limit the

electrode performance.
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(Fig. 6a), which indicates that these families of compounds

cannot be used as SOFC anodes.

Interestingly, under oxidizing conditions (Fig. 6b), though

the polarization resistances are higher than in LSM-based

cathodes, which show polarizations below 0.5 U cm2 at the

same temperature, the values are close to those previously

reported for other materials [49]. Nevertheless, the Rp values

of the materials reported suggest a poor electrochemical

response for oxygen reduction and therefore low interest of

the materials as SOFC cathodes. We note, however, that

although the overall conductivity of LSNTmaterials is modest

and hence may be partly responsible for the high polarization

values, there are some extrinsic factors which clearly

contribute to an increased polarization resistance. It is well

known that the microstructure plays a crucial role in the

electrochemical performance of fuel cell electrodes as it

should allow an efficient transfer of gases to/from the active

sites. In the present case, SEM micrographs (Fig. 7) before

testing reveal adequate thickness (ca. w50 mm) and porosity

distribution. In general, the micrographs show a good contact

between the electrode and the electrolyte with high homo-

geneity in particle size distribution; however some regions

observed in a cross-section view show the presence of large

cavities, which may have a detrimental effect on mass

transport and therefore result in somewhat larger polariza-

tion values (inset of Fig. 7). In these regions, the decrease of

contact area and adhesion losses will reduce the electron

motion and oxide ion diffusion, and as a result the polariza-

tion resistance will increase. It should be noted too, that

although the XRD-chemical compatibility studies do not show

any undesirable reaction with the electrolyte, as previously

commented, the possibility of cationic species diffusing

across the interface between the electrode and electrolyte

components cannot be ruled out, which could also lead to

increasing polarization effects.

Another possibility to improve the cathode polarization is

related with intrinsic factors. It is well known that the B-site

element plays an important role on the catalytic activity of

perovskites. In particular cobalt is more efficient than Ni for

oxygen reduction reactions [44,50]. Therefore, further work is

needed to optimize the chemical composition and electrode

fabrication process to improve the performance of LSNT-

based electrodes.
ral and electrochemical characterization of La2�xSrxNiTiO6�d,
ydene.2011.10.101
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4. Conclusions

The structural characterization of selected compositions of

the perovskite series La2�xSrxNiTiO6�d (0 � x � 0.5) by neutron

and X-ray diffraction indicate that they are stable under both

oxidizing and reducing conditions. Moreover, an analysis of

mixtures with YSZ at different temperatures showed that the

investigated perovskites are chemically compatible with the

most used electrolytes for SOFC at the maximum operating

temperatures (ca. 800 �C and over) in both oxidizing and

reducing atmospheres. Thermal expansion of the series was

determined to be isotropic with aL ¼ 10.0(3) � 10�6 K�1. This

value is similar to that found for other perovskite materials

used in SOFC. The preliminary evaluation of the electrode

performance reveals modest polarization resistances of

1.5 U cm2 in oxygen at 1073 K. On the other hand, the results

under reducing atmosphere indicate a rather poor electro-

chemical response, i.e. 15 U cm2 at the same temperature.

Nevertheless, microstructure and chemical composition have

not been optimized fully enough to discard the material as

a possible cathode for SOFC.
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